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Data Science vs. Statistics

Discussion of David Donoho’s paper

• Statistics as an established field is marginalized in the new hype.

Yet, the methods for the analyzing step are usually

simple, well-known statistical methods – and are sold as novel.

• Tukey’s role: Give data priority over theory-based models.
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Generative vs. predictive models

Breiman’s (2001) two cultures:

– Prediction. To be able to predict what the responses are going to be

to future input variables;

– Inference. To infer how nature is associating the response variables

to the input variables.

“The statistical community has been committed to the almost exclusive

use of [generative] models.

This commitment has led to irrelevant theory, questionable conclusions,

and has kept statisticians from working on a large range of interesting

current problems.
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[Predictive] modeling, both in theory and practice, has developed rapidly

in fields outside statistics.

It can be used both on large complex data sets and

as a more accurate and informative alternative to data modeling

on smaller data sets.

If our goal as a field is to use data to solve problems,

then we need to move away from exclusive dependence on [generative]

models ...”

Cox: “Predictive success ... is not the primary basis for model choice.”

“Formal methods of model choice that take no account of the broader

objectives are suspect ...”

Efron: “Prediction is certainly an interesting subject but Leo’s paper ov-

erstates both its role and our profession’s lack of interest in it.”

???
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The “secret sauce”

Common Task Framework: Competition among prediction methods.

Shared data.

Donoho: It is no exaggeration to say that the combination of a Predicti-

ve Modeling culture together with CTF is the ‘secret sauce’ of machine

learning.

−→ Machine Learning vs. Statistical Modelling

???
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Teaching

Teaching the practice of data analysis. Stats Lab. Apprenticeships.
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Teaching

Teaching the practice of data analysis. Stats Lab. Apprenticeships.

Tukey: “Teaching data analysis is not easy, and the time allowed is al-

ways far from sufficient.

But these difficulties have been enhanced by the view that

“avoidance of cookbookery and growth of understanding come only by

mathematical treatment, with emphasis upon proofs”.

The problem of cookbookery is not peculiar to data analysis.

But the solution of concentrating upon mathematics and proof is.

???
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Greater Data Science

Activities:

1. Data Exploration and Preparation

2. Data Representation and Transformation

3. Computing with Data

4. Data Modeling

5. Data Visualization and Presentation

6. Science about Data Science

• Meta- and cross study-analysis

• cross workflow analysis

???
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Theory of Data Analysis.

• Notions. (What is a “Statistical Problem”?)

• Strategies of data analysis

• Measures of success

• Challenges (Common Task Framework)

• Research on strategies! −→ “Evidence based data analysis”

“cross-workflow analysis”

???
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Theory of Data Analysis.

• Notions. (What is a “Statistical Problem”?)

• Strategies of data analysis

• Measures of success

• Challenges (Common Task Framework)

• Research on strategies! −→ “Evidence based data analysis”

“cross-workflow analysis”

???

Other Points ???


